Abstract. We present a criterion for the existence of periodic points based on the eigenvalues of maps induced in cohomology for spaces with rational cohomology isomorphic to a tensor product of a graded exterior algebra with generators in odd dimensions and a graded algebra with all elements of even degree. We give a number of natural examples of such spaces and provide some non-trivial ones. We also give a counterexample to a claim in [4] given there without proof.
Introduction
In this short paper we generalize the results from [3] and [4] provided for rational exterior spaces to spaces with rational cohomology isomorphic to a tensor product of a graded exterior algebra with generators in odd dimensions and a graded algebra with all elements of even degree. In doing so we expand the methods presented in these paper to for example manifolds arising as blow ups of CP n , all products of spheres and some bundles over said spheres. By the Künneth Theorem our results are automatically extended to products of such spaces. It has also came to our attention that in [4] the author claims without proof that a tower of odd dimensional sphere bundles is a rational exterior space. This claim has been quoted in several papers without verification. We provide two examples showing that it is in fact false.
We start the paper by recalling some of the results and methods used in the aforementioned articles. In the subsequent section we provide our main results. We follow this with some examples of non-trivial towers of sphere bundles to which our theorems apply (this can be found via some work with the Serre spectral sequence). We finish the paper with a section containing counterexamples to the claim in [4] .
Preliminaries
Let X be a connected euclidean neighborhood retract, in short ENR, f : X → X a continuous map and f k := f • . . . • f k a composition of f with itself k times (we use this convension also for morphism of algebras). Function f induces a graded ring homomorphism f * :
. ., where f n is a map induced in the n-th cohomology group.
The number
is called a Lefschetz number of the map f . The Lefschetz fixed point theorem implies that if L(f ) = 0, then f has a fixed point. Therefore, if L(f k ) = 0 then f has a periodic point of period k. However, we do not know what happens when L(f ) = 0.
Observe that we can define a Lefschetz number for any ring endomorphism g :
. Lefschetz fixed point theorem loses its meaning in this context, but later we will see that such extended definition is useful. Definition 1. We say that a map f is Lefschetz periodic point free, we will call it LPPF, if L(f k ) = 0 for all k ≤ 1. We will call such a function LPPF map.
In this section we recall the theory given in [4] and reformulate it in language of ring endomorphisms of cohomology ring.
We say that the element a ∈ H r (X, Q) for some r > 0 is decomposable if one can find pairs of cohomology classes
where p, q > 0 and
The set of all such elements, lets call it
, so passing to the quotient we get a homomorphism
Definition 2.
Rational exterior space X is an ENR for which we can find such homogeneous elements x 1 , . . . , x s ∈ H odd (X, Q) that the inclusions x i ֒→ H * (X, Q) for i ∈ {1, . . . , s} give rise to a ring homomorphism Λ Q (x 1 , . . . , x s ) ≃ H * (X, Q).
Example 3.
Simplest examples of such spaces are products of spheres and Lie groups.
The main result of [4] implies (Corollary 1. in [4] ) Theorem 4. If f : X → X is a continuous map of rational exterior space and
The following corollary is a simple consequence of the previous theorem Corollary 5. If f : X → X is a continuous map of rational exterior space and λ 1 , . . . , λ n are eigenvalues of A(f ), then f is LPPF if and only if there is i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that λ i0 = 1.
We note that the methods used in [4] are algebraic in nature and hence the formula can be proven in the exact same fashion for a ring endomorphism of an exterior algebra.
is a ring endomorphism of cohomology of a rational exterior space X and λ 1 , . . . , λ n are eigenvalues of
is a ring endomorphism of cohomology of a rational exterior space X and λ 1 , . . . , λ n are eigenvalues of A(f ), then f is LPPF if and only if there is i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that λ i0 = 1. In particular if such a λ i0 = 1 does not exist then f has a periodic point.
Lefschetz zeta function is defined as a formal series
There is an equivalent form of Lefschetz zeta function Lemma 8.
Its proof can be found in [1] . Note that all the Lefschetz numbers in the series vanish if and only if ζ f (t) is equal to 1 for all t. Hence, the map is LPPF if and only if ζ f (t) is equal to 1 for all t and consequently if this condition does not hold then f has a periodic point.
The following theorem appeared in [3] for products of even dimensional spheres. Using the same method one can prove it for a wider class of spaces.
Theorem 9. Let X be a space with only even cohomology groups nonzero, f :
Then there is some n ∈ N such that L(f n ) = 0. In particular a map between such spaces always has a periodic point.
Proof. In our case
is a polynomial of degree greater than one. So ζ f (t) is different than one for some t.
main result
Let X = R × E be a product of a rational exterior space R and a space E with only even cohomology nonzero and let f : X → X be a continuous map.
where
Proof. Using the Künneth Theorem we get that
Denote by α are nondecreasing. We want to compute the coefficients of F (α
When we calculate a trace of F we are interested only in the coefficient a i b 0,j which appears in the final line of the computation. It is the same number as corresponding coefficient for F | H odd ⊗ π Hev F | Hev .
Theorem 11. Let X = R × E be a product of a rational exterior space R and a space E with only even cohomology nonzero and let f : X → X be a continuous map. If f is LPPF then there is an eigenvalue of A odd (f ) equal to a root of one. In particular f has a periodic points if it does not have such an eigenvalue.
Proof. From the above lemma we can conclude
We get a product of Lefschetz numbers of two maps, the first is a ring endomorphism of cohomology ring of R, and the second a ring endomorphism of cohomology ring of E. The second map cannot always vanish as it is shown in Theorem 9 hence for all these numbers to be zero the first part must vanish at least for some k. This by Theorem 4 can only happen when there is a root of unity among the eigenvalues of
Observation 12. In the Theorem 11 we do not need X to be a product, it is enought if X is a space with rational cohomology ring isomorphic to a tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd degree generators and an algebra with only even degree elements.
We note that for a slightly better behaved class of spaces the criterion can be strengthened.
Definition 13. Let X be as in the above observation. Let us assume that the algebra with even degree elements has at most one algebra generator in each degree. Moreover, each such generator squares to zero and the product of all these generators is the generator of the highest nontrivial degree. We call such a spaces an extended rational exterior space.
Example 14. A product of a rational exterior space with S k1 ×...×S k l for pairwise different even natural numbers k 1 , ..., k l forms such a space.
Following the exposition in [4] (with appropriate modifications) we choose a base A = {x 1 , ..., x k , y 1 , ..., y l } of A(X) consisting of homogeneous elements where x i denote elements of odd degree and y i denote elements of even degree. Under our assumptions this gives a base H of the rational cohomology ring H * (X, Q) consisting of 1 and the cup products of the above generators. Consider the odd length functionl on elements of H defined byl(1) = 1 andl(x i1 ⌣ ... ⌣ x ir ⌣ y j1 ⌣ ... ⌣ y jq ) = r as well as the standard length operator l defined by l(1) = 1 and l(x i1 ⌣ ... ⌣ x ir ⌣ y j1 ⌣ ... ⌣ y jq ) = r + q.
Observation 15. For α ∈ H we have (−1)
Consider next the duality operator
where i ′ and j ′ denote the complement of i and j (preserving the order). Let s : H → {0, 1} be the sign operator defined by s(x i1 ⌣ ... ⌣ x ir ⌣ y j1 ⌣ ... ⌣ y jq ) = 0 when the sign of the permutation i 1 , ..., i r , i ′ 1 , ..., i ′ m is even and 1 otherwise (j and j ′ are omitted here since they correspond to the even degree generators which commute with any other element in the cohomology ring).
Let X be an extended rational exterior space. For a map f : X → X we have
Due to the previous observation
Note that the definition of Lefschetz number L(f ) implies
Which together with the preceding discussion gives us
The right hand side of this equality can also be given by
Hence, we arrive at the following lemma:
Lemma 17. Let X be an extended rational exterior space. If we treat A(X) as a subspace of H * (X, Q) (this can be done due to the chosen basis A and H) we have the formula
Proof. Let H(r) denote the subspace of H * (X, Q) generated by those α ∈ H with l(α) ≥ r. Note that H(r) = 0 when r > k+l. Note also that the cup product gives a map ⌣: H(r)×H(p) → H(r+p). By the definition of A we have f * (x i )−A(f )(x i ) ∈ H(2). This implies that the difference
lies in H(k + l + 1) = 0. Now the desired equality follows from the preceding discussion. Now we are ready to prove the strengthening of our criterion for extended rational exterior spaces Theorem 18. Let X be an extended rational exterior space and let f :
where λ i are the eigenvalues of A odd (f ) and σ i are the eigenvalues of A ev (f ). Hence, f is Lefschetz periodic point free if and only if one of the following conditions hold (1) there exists an integer i such that λ i = 1, (2) there exist integers i and j such that λ i = σ j = −1. In, particular if neither of the conditions above is satisfied the f has a periodic point.
Proof. By standard linear algebra and the preceding discussion we have
However, since y i are the only generators in each degree of A ev (X) we have that A(f )(y i ) = σ i y i . With this we can change the right hand side to
hence after substituting f n for f we arrive at the formula:
(1 + σ n l ) To see the further claim note that L(f ) vanishes if and only if there exists λ i which is equal to 1 or σ i which is equal to −1. If 1 is among the eigenvalues of A odd (f ) then all the numbers L(f n ) vanish. On the other hand if 1 is not among these eigenvalues but −1 is among the eigenvalues of A ev (f ) then it is necessary for L(f 2 ) to vanish 6 that there is a −1 among the eigenvalues od A odd (f ) since i cannot be among the values of A ev (f ) since this is a diagonal matrix on a rational vector space. One readily checks that in this case all of the L(f n ) vanish. The final claim is automatic from the Lefschetz fixed point theorem.
We finish this section by pinpointing a large class of sphere bundles to which our results apply.
Proposition 19. Let B be a simply connected manifold of dimension n with rational cohomology ring isomorphic to a tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd degree generators and an algebra with only even degree elements and let k ∈ N be odd and such that k ≥ n. Then any bundle E with fiber S k over B has rational cohomology isomorphic to a tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd degree generators and an algebra with only even degree elements.
